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Introduction
❖ ColorSynth is a program created to visualize the
harmony of musical intervals. The design architecture of
this program is shown in Figure 3. ColorSynth uses
real-time user input of up to two simultaneous notes
from a MIDI keyboard to create a visualization
representing the harmonic quality of any played interval.
The objective was to create a visualizer in which
consonant and dissonant intervals are clearly visually
distinct.
❖ There are two experimental variations used to compare
and evaluate the effectiveness of different visualization
methods.
❖ Two different color mappings are used to distribute the
RGB color spectrum to different notes. The chromatic
mapping organizes the colors so that the closer notes are
on the keyboard, the closer they are on the color
spectrum. The fifths mapping organizes the colors so
that notes separated by a perfect fifth are closest on the
color spectrum. Both mappings are shown in Figure 1.
❖ The other variation is the spatialization method used for
scaling the size of the sine wave oscillations. The
frequency method scales the spatialization relative to the
frequency of the note it’s representing. The ratio based
method scales each note’s spatialization relative to the
interval ratio using a just intonation tuning shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Two variations in color mappings
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Figure 2: Interval Ratios and Dissonance
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❖ Figure 4 shows a perfect fifth interval consisting of C and G played using the
two variations in color mapping. In the fifths color mapping C is is
represented with red and G with orange. The areas where the notes overlap
becomes a red-orange color. In the chromatic color mapping C is represented
with red and G with blue. The areas where the two notes overlap becomes a
shade of purple. A perfect fifth is a highly consonant interval with a
dissonance value of 5.
❖ Figure 5 shows a diminished fifth composed of a C and a Gb played using the
two variations in spatialization methods. The diminished fifth is a very
dissonant interval with a dissonance value of 17. The ratio method shows this
dissonance by showing oscillations relative to its dissonance value. The
frequency method doesn’t clearly distinguish between dissonance and
consonance but can distinguish between the same note in different octaves.

Conclusion
❖ After evaluating the color combinations of all the the intervals, my research
determined that the fifths based mapping system did a better job showing
distinctness between consonant and dissonant intervals than the chromatic
based mapping. In the fifths based system consonant intervals are composed
of related colors and dissonant intervals are composed of distinct colors.
❖ Both spatial variations have some advantages but the ratio based method is
better at showing consonance and dissonance distinctness
❖ The most similar project working on visualizing music with attention payed to
harmonic ratios was conducted by Mathias Lehnfeld. His approach does not
use color and uses a visualization technique derived from oscilloscopes by
assigning frequencies to the x and y axes.[1]
❖ Other similar works used music visualization as a way to convey musical
feeling to people with hearing impairments[2]

Figure 4: A perfect fifth played with two different color mappings
(left: fifths mapping, right: chromatic mapping)
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Figure 3: Design Architecture of ColorSynth

Figure 5: A diminished fifth played with two different spatialization
methods (left: frequency method right: ratio method)
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To get ColorSynth finished the main next step is to fix a bug in the
spatialization updater for the ratio module that creates excessive latency. In
future work on this subject, this visualization method could be applied to a
program that does not have a limit of two simultaneous notes. It would also be
possible to use a tool for analyzing an audio signal for the most prominent
frequencies and use that for input as opposed to a MIDI interface.
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